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LATEST CORONAVIRUS INFORMATION FROM
FIGU SWITZERLAND

Whatever Happens in the World:
Call to all who really want peace!
FIGU Core Group Members - FIGU Passive Members
FIGU friends - FIGU like-minded people

Keep yourselves in permanent neutrality, in whatever
your opinion is, what you say, represent and otherwise
express. Do not politicise when you express your opinion, but
say in a neutral form what is right and what is wrong; but do
not be in the form of a personal FOR or AGAINST concerning
a thing or event and so forth, that is thought or done, but
remain neutral in expressing yourself, that it is, without
taking the side of one or the other, right or wrong,
indeed, no matter whether they are thoughts
or deeds, because it makes no relevant
difference.

FIGU COVID INFORMATION UPDATES:
https://ca.figu.org/coronavirus.html
Articles from the FIGU Zeitzeichen which are
sourced from English articles:
https://ca.figu.org/external-coronavirus-articles.html

Evidence and attacks
Why do you adversaries, critics, know-it-alls and
complainers call for proof and thereby overlook the
truth and your own cluelessness, inadequacy, your low
intelligentum and stupidity? Why do you rise in enmity
against the truth and err with your attacks in a world of evil
and negativity, in order to make yourselves greater than you
really are? Why, you antagonists, you trouble-makers and you
know-it-alls as well as you critics, why do you indulge in hostility
against the effective truth, why do you pollute ethics with false
morality? You adversaries, you know-it-alls, you trouble-makers
and you antagonists, you who turn to lies and deceit, if you would
see yourselves as only as great as you really are! Let yourselves
come down to the level of the normal and honest, because
that is the way that never creates vexation and enmity,
but peace, friendship, love as well as harmony!
March 6, 2022, 19.13 h, Billy

PETALE MESSAGES (EXCERPT)
Telepathically received from the
PETALE spiritual level
by "Billy" Eduard Albert Meier
Translation: Mireille Modenbach Grovier / San José, USA
(Sent to FIGU on June 16, 1993)
Edited by: Christian Frehner / January 23, 2022

Monday, February 9, 1976, 1:30 PM
The shepherd boy is standing guard with care,
In watch for the criminal's bloody striking snare.
Evil comes quickly, in sheep's disguise,
Bringing very grievous and deadly cries.
The inner peace of the lands is evilly cracked,
Then death and destruction are with hilarity packed,
The land convulses with anarchy,
From hate and sheer religious bigotry.
Unexpectedly come great plundering times,
Years of murders, wranglings, strifes, and crimes,
In many places annihilating fire is lit,
Life becomes greatly monstrous because of it,
continues next page
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Destroying, the primitive might of all nature will reach
Whole forests of Scotch pine, and ash tree, and beech.
Water flows in torrents again and again,
And everyone is hoping for help, in vain.
The Earth trembles and much lightning moans,
Prevalent are malicious and mad tempestuous groans,
Three great ones to powerful deaths decay,
While a great many evil murders hold sway.
Public policies prepare for insanity's act,
A boulder breaks from its ridge, is cracked.
Two very great fires in the woods are ablaze,
Burning trees down in a matter of days.
Then, deadly, is an evil, fierce malady vented,
One man has sheer strong disaster prevented.
Oh, Alpine land, Switzerland, Sylvan land, too,
Soon, very soon, it will happen to you.
Misfortune will the SBB overtake,
And calamity takes place on a lake.
Also the snow, in primeval white dress,
Demands of you unspeakable need and distress.
So will many of your lives go to the tortures of hell,
In a resplendent and beautiful mountain dell.
One state is threatened by terrorism, shaded and bad,
Another meets euphoria, totally mad.
Also affected are the air, aviation,
Vehicular traffic and trade fornication;
Death will be their overnight guest,
From there the bees will flee from their nest.
Clandestine hunger convulses the nation,
Induced by a domestic conflagration.
Above in the heavens a symbol appears,
And much of mankind is in sorrow and tears.
Men of the lovely, resplendent land of the Swiss,
Soon, very soon, life is bringing you this.

Thursday, March 4, 1976, 1:47 AM
Oh, you shepherd boy, in most beautiful Switzerland
Your blind, darkened eyes are filled with sand,
As the pompous know-it-all of your own bloated madness,
You pacify your conscience, filled with cruelty and badness,
You imagine yourself pictured clever and wise,
When the Godfather Death slowly sneaks up in surprise.
Daringly you assert an acquaintance to claim,
Of the prophecies whom I have brought you by name.
You will be so shrewd and so clever and wise
Although sheer ignorance within you strides.
And now you believe in your exuberance so great,
That for you the prophecies will carry no weight.
Now a claim to all knowledge in yourself you trust,
And yet, what do you really know – when know you must?
Be of honour to yourself – everything is just vanity,
An evil product of your bloated shrine of insanity.
It is easy for you to assert all that has been,
As if you had all of it of yourself foreseen,
But does your wisdom to accomplish this meet the test,
When all of your knowledge and your thoughts are at rest?
Do not overwork yourself with massive inciting,
For with it you create nothing but massive fighting,
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For you more than others must name astuteness your fame,
Why is it, then, that to the prophets you refuse your claim?
Reflect, if with you is more knowledge and deed,
Why then aroused everywhere are both death and need?
Is there no veracity in the things that you say,
As seen when your erring, dulled sense leads the way.
You are not able to show one event that will construe
To the masses that, before the prophecy, you knew,
Despite this, oh, Swiss One, your claim is overblown –
And tainted with hyperbole – of that which you've known.
Yet what have you known? Your facts are so thin
That death and destruction already hem you in;
Through the early happenings that were preordained,
They already, to you, as early escort were proclaimed.
Already the mountain down from its crest is tearing,
And you have also sensed the early forest's flaring;
A lake already has its sacrificial victims claimed,
While in many places evil fires have been flamed.
The snow has already its sacrifice rent,
As the SBB's metal, hacked, in pieces is spent,
Yet you, oh, Man, give to these symbols no heed,
Not seeing the corpses, the havoc, and need.
Oh, no, you entirely presume to declare
The belief that you already knew what was there.
However, you'll see that your words are refuse,
And your prophecies but very malicious ruse.
For now that the early reports already are facts,
You will see many, many more horrible acts.
The SBB will soon experience powerful cracks
That take it through a series of unlucky tracks.
The evil cries of mankind will come from its remains,
Deceased and in groups, they are spread out as though chains,
Forward, rising toward the mountains they swell
And therefore you, as Swiss, will all live in Hell.
Unterbach/Meiringen was only the start
For in these affairs many others take part,
For the prophecy has already shown its intents
Because in Switzerland an approaching hell ferments.
Other mountains down from their ridges will shatter
Destroying homes and lives and primeval matter.
The Wirgen Peak was only the start of it all,
For other mountains will follow this mean, early fall,
Also Switzerland's lakes, Oh, malicious need and dread,
Demand only misfortune and assure many men dead,
Fire alarms henceforth are with horror sounds blazing
While fire storms throughout Switzerland are razing
Houses and factories, cult places and forests burning,
And many men will be to the fire death turning.
Also the Earth will feel dangerous shaking
As the Swiss days of hell and anguish are taking.
Thus other happenings bring ancient tremble to the land
And many of men's works will by force of evil disband.
Murder will happen in numbers raw and untold,
And criminality will before police power stand bold.
Water and Storms, Drought and Snow will take reign,
And the hearts of the Swiss grow cold yet again.
All of the provinces in the fair Switzerland,
Live from now on with fierce, cold, deadly hand,
For the coming events are with pure evil endowed,
And Switzerland will become a multiple shroud.
continues next page
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Then can you say, Oh, Swiss, with statement profound,
That this knowledge within you was carted around.
That you have been aware of the days yet to be
Because you have seen them all as prophecy.
Oh, you'll be inventive, and crafty, just so,
Imagining wisdom falling on your brain as would snow.
Still, where have you your knowledge – your vision is where?
For everything is invisible, in vain do you stare.
Boast therefore not in alleged truth recognition,
In dumb feudal praise knowing ancient condition.
By this you demonstrate only your brain's inability,
Your lack of knowledge in error teaching, your fallibility.
The coming events will prove without fail
That your phantasies constantly are met with derail,
Prove still your knowledge, alleged and foretold,
But do so before these events can take hold,
Before you the truth of these prophesies behold,
For nothing will be easier for you, than that you maintain,
Belatedly, that this knowledge had come from your brain.

Thursday, March 4, 1976, 3:16 AM
Now, approaching all over the world, is the gloomed, evil age,
When, rushing over the earth, death and depravity rage:
From the far West this way - and again from the far Eastern side,
It sweeps this way as an irrevocable and deadly warning guide,
And she will tremble, the Old Mother Earth, malicious and bad,
A work of insanity by men of the earth - the proceeds of the mad,
Earthquakes with evil will shake the earth's bowels to destruction,
Maliciously destroying the lives of men and of beasts, all construction,
When, in the deep Peruvian jungle, gigantic warriors come near,
Murdering, raping, and roaring, over village and town, they appear,
These are the final symbols of approaching days of woe,
When murdering, robbing, come screams of the old Inca Foe,
Bursting forth from their jungle ambuscade of centuries old duration,
Where they dwelled in foliage huts and tubes of deep earth's location,
In Peru, after Udine, the first great tremors again rumble,
When, deep in the earth's bowels, fires and explosions grumble,
The landscape torn apart, is moaning and screaming,
And volcano fire, now raving, through the worldwide is gleaming.
The heart of the earth shudders from destruction's flay ,
That rears itself at evening time just as well as by day,
South America trembles and burns in blows and fiery haze,
Shrouded in dull howling and thick grey refuse of blaze.
There is however also America and all her islands to name,
Then Japan, Arabia, China, India, lands that all are aflame,
They also by both earthquake and drought meet destruction,
Annihilated are lives of men and beasts, all building construction,
The quakes also nimble in Turkestan,
Russia, Persia, the Balkan States, Europe, Afghanistan.
Throughout the whole wide world, no country is spared,
These prophecies are thus clearly and plainly declared.
Many thousandfold now start the death cries to scream,
Nevermore will the world of earth be bright with hope's gleam,
Illness, pestilence, and storm elements will rave everywhere,
And help will not come by praising God or hymns or prayer,
The world of earth fills with drought, fire, catastrophic deed,
And many lives are enshrouded in misery, perdition, and need,
The whole world of earth will fall to hunger's overtaking,
FOR THE GERMAN-ENGLISH VERSION PLEASE CLICK THE LINK & SCROLL TO NEWSLETTER NO. 32 “PETALE MESSAGES”:
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A Moment in Eternity
A moment in eternity lasts for a lifetime,
enduring the downs and enjoying the highs.
We learn in the enduring chaos, to seek a path among billions.
The everlasting cycle that is true evolution, abounding yet fleeting,
always pushing forward in the moment,
finding its path through your lifetime in un-bound chaos.
Evolve in recognition of joys and pains in life to reset in timelessness for a new path to truth
and conscious freedom in Creation.
Recognise who you are in a sea of one.
Conquer the evolution, surpass, and become the truest of humans as we are all capable
of the individual path to truth and knowing of our inner oneness.
The universe is here, and it's time now to wake up.
Open your eyes, free your mind, seek the truth in reality and see truly, with evolving thought,
the pre-knowing of reality in all its Natural Wonder.
Stephen J.M. Ray
March 1, 2022 / Nipigon, ON
ETHICS
by Jimmy Chen / February 1, 2022
A topic that is unfortunately not very popular and brings little
interest at the current time in our world. The religions of
Earth preach these values, yet never fulfil them and hypocritically contravene them, just as also the businesses, corporations and politics often tout and teach these values, yet
quickly turn a blind eye to the betrayal of these values when
profit, fame or might can be gained for themselves. For the
majority of the human beings of Earth, the moral values of
ethics are not appealing, on the one hand, probably due to
the bad examples set by the religions, materialism and politics, and on the other hand, probably because they are more
interested in other things that bring joy in purely material
respects such as luxury, material goods, material comfort
and pleasure.
The universe and reality we live in, however, was created
not just for the gaining of material things and pleasures, but
rather, the material things only serve the purpose of being a
help-means for evolution, while the true values of knowledge, wisdom, love, peace, harmony, freedom and other
high values on which ethics is built, is the true evolutionbased reason for the existence of this universe. So while the
human beings of Earth can live a life that completely disregards these true values and only indulge in material things,
religions and other false philosophies, this cannot happen
without inevitably disturbing the natural balance and bringing
destruction to themselves. The laws of the universe that govern all areas of life cannot be circumvented and sooner or
later, from the ill-conceived causes, the corresponding disastrous effects will manifest. The human beings who live only
by material and religious values, like a cell in the body that
lost its original guiding instructions, multiples like a cancer
on the planet and will eventually destroy it and themselves

along with it. The hope that the human beings will find ways to
alleviate this by inventing new technologies or travelling
through space to find new homes will also be closed to them
for so long until they live by the true high values, because
without the moral values of ethics, every creativity will be
nipped in the bud, every far-sighted warning will be ignored
and every invention will be turned into evil weapons and used
against themselves, the nature and the planet. A truly progressive, sustainable, creative, inventive and joyous society can
only come about if the most important values such as love,
peace, harmony and freedom are upheld.
Therefore, the values of ethics are so undervalued on our
world, yet in truth, are so important and vital for a sustainable
progressive life in the long run. These are the values that are
most urgently needed in the current time to avert the fall into
the deepest depth of the abyss of destruction and to allow the
human beings to find their way back to a progressive life as a
true human being. The values of ethics contain the values of
anti-materialism, loyalty to the truth, honesty and realism, and
therefore, they can never be equal to materialism, religions
and politics as they currently are on the Earth. The moral values on which ethics is built, ensures that the human beings
can co-exist and live a progressive life together. The experience through life and reality teaches these values and through
many life times, the human being learns, exemplifies and
brings these moral values to ever higher standings which get
stored as essences in their Creation-Energy (spirit-form) until
one day, in millions of years (40-60 million), the material body
incarnation cycle ends and their Creation-Energy will exist in
higher realms without a material body. Through further development measured in hundreds of millions of years in pure spiritual realms, their Creation-Energy then unites with the universe, the Creation Universal Consciousness, in order to further the universe's evolution.
continues next page
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ETHICS continues
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FROM THE BOOK “DIVERSIKUM”
by Guido Moosbrugger, p. 303-305
Translation: Michael Uyttebroek / February 24, 2022 / Tiny, ON

Die Speicherbänke bzw. Speicherblocks

The Storage-banks respectively Storage-blocks

Die beiden Begriffe <Akasha-Chronik> und <Speicherbänke>
werden heute irrtümlich mit dem gleicher Wortsinn verbunden.
<Akasha-Chronik> soll soviel wie <Weltgewissen> (nach Rudolf
Steiner) bedeuten und das Gewissen der ganzen Menschheit
darstellen. Das ist aber einer reine Erfindung, denn gemäss der
Geisteslehre gibt es lediglich ein rein persönliches und ein
kollektives Gewissen, das jedoch mit einer Speicherbank nichts
zu tun hat. Am ehesten kann bezüglich der <Akasha-Chronik>
die Definition von Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925) akzeptiert werden,
der von einem Weltgedächtnis spricht, dessen Bedeutung aber
mit einer Speicherbank zu vergleichen, entspricht nicht der
Wirklichkeit. Der Begriff <Akasha-Chronik> sollte nicht verwendet werden, denn er ist eine menschliche Erfindung, während
die Speicherbank, von der in der Geisteslehre gesprochen wird,
wirklich existiert. Gemäss Billy stammt die Bezeichnung
ursprünglich von Nokodemion und wurde bis heute überliefert.
Bezüglich der <Akasha-Chronik> erklärte Billy folgendes:

The two terms 'Akashic Records' and ‘Storage-banks' are
today erroneously connected with the same word-sense.
'Akashic Records' should mean something like 'world conscience' (according to Rudolf Steiner) and represents the
conscience of all humankind. But this is a pure invention,
because according to the spiritual teaching there is only a
purely personal and a collective conscience, which, however, has nothing to do with a storage-bank. Most likely
the definition of Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925) regarding the
‘Akashic Records’ can be accepted which speaks of a
world memory, however, to compare its meaning with a
storage-bank does not correspond to the reality. The term
‘Akashic Records’ should not be used because it is a
human invention, whereas the storage-bank, spoken of in
spiritual teaching, really exists. According to Billy, the
term originated from Nokodemion and has been handed
down to the present day. Regarding the ‘Akashic
Records’, Billy explained the following:

Billy lehrt direct:
Die Akasha-Chronik bezeichnet in Teilen der Esoterik die
Vorstellung von einem übersinnlichen <Buch des Lebens>, und
zwar vor allem in der ‘modernen’ anglo-indischen Theosophie
und in der Anthroposophie. Die Akasha-Chronik soll in immaterieller Form ein allumfassendes Weltgedächtnis enthalten. Es
existieren auch ältere Vorstellungen eines solchen
<Weltgedächtnisses>, wie z.B. im Neuplatonismus sowie in der
christlichen Überlieferung und in der vormodernen Esoterik. Der
Begriff <Akasha-Chronik> (engl. akashic records) ist in dieser
Form jedoch modern-theosophischen Ursprungs. Im deutschen
Sprachraum wurde er vor allem durch Rudolf Steiner eingeführt.
Esoteriker wie Steiner, wie auch angebliche Wahrsager und
Hellseher, nehmen seit der Darlegung von Steiner für sich
Anspruch, in der Akasha-Chronik <lessen> zu können, was
natürlich ein banken Unsinn entspricht.

Billy teaches directly:
The Akashic-Records, in parts of esotericism, refers to
the idea of a supernatural 'book of life', and indeed, especially in 'modern' Anglo-Indian theosophy and in the
anthroposophy. The Akashic-Records is said to contain
an all-encompassing world memory in immaterial form.
There are also older conceptions of such a 'world memory', such as in Neoplatonism as well as in Christian lore
and pre-modern esotericism. The term 'Akashic Records'
in this form, however, is of modern theosophical origin. In
the German-speaking world it was introduced above all by
Rudolf Steiner. Esotericists like Steiner, as well as alleged
soothsayers and clairvoyants, have, since Steiner's explanation, claimed to be able to 'read' the Akashic Records,
which of course corresponds to a bank of nonsense.

Was ist einer Speicherbank?
Speicherbänke oder Speicherblocks bestehen aus unsichtbaren, geistenergetischen Feldern, die in bezug auf ihre
Feinststofflichkeit fein abgestuft sind, immer getrennt bleiben
und nicht ineinandergreifen können. In unserem DERNUniversum, das von den Plejaren DERN-Universum genannt
wird, gibt es sieben besondere Speicherblocks:

What is a storage bank?
Storage-banks or storage-blocks consist of invisible, spirit-energetical fields that are finely graded with regard to
their high-fine-fluidalness, always remain separate and
cannot interlock. In our DERN-Universe, which is named
DERN-Universe by the Plejaren, there are seven special
storage-blocks:

1. Gesamtbewusstsein-Speicherblock
Er speichert nur die geistenergetischen Werte eines einzelnen
Menschen, die für seine Evolution von Bedeutung sind, also die
gesamte Evolutions-Essenz aller vergangenen Leben. Jede
Lebesform jeder Art und Gattung besitzt einen solchen
Speicherblock, deshalb gibt es unzählige davon.

1. Overall Consciousness-Storage-block
It stores only the spirit-energetical values of an individual
human being that are of significance for his/her evolution,
therefore the entire evolution-essence of all past lives.
Every life form of every kind and species has such a storage-block, therefore there are countless of them.
*However, Billy states in his book “From About the
Fluidal-Energies, respectively, Fluidal-Powers and Other
Things”: Everything created in the life of the former personality, as e.g. the knowledge, the wisdom and the love,
etc., is retained in the planetary storage-banks as well as
continues next page
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in those of the overall consciousness-block and is never
lost anymore.

2. Individualer-planetarer Speicherblock
Er speichert individuell getrennt restlos alles Individuelle der
Menschen, z.B. alle Gedanken, Gefühle usw. Dazu kommen
noch Speicherungen der Tiere, des Getiers, der Pflanzen und
der Materie. In diesem Block ist absolut ALLES vom jedem
einzelnen Menschen gespeichert. Es werden also nicht nur
sämtliche geistenergetischen Werte festgehalten, sonder auch
alle Gedanken, Gefühle, Ideen, Wünsche, die Stimme und
Spräche, jeglicher Lidschlag, jede Handbewegung, alle
Fähigkeiten, alle Handlungen aller Art, aber auch positive und
negative Werte in bezug auf die Verhaltensweise der passive
und aktiven Lebensformen sowie verschiedene Natureeignisse
wie Erbeben, Überschwemmungen, Feuersbrünste,
Sonnenfinsternisse, Sonnenaufgänge usw. Jeder Speicherblock
besteht aus sieber Hauptebenen, die wiederum in Unterebenen
aufgeteilt sind, vorstellbar wie eine Kartei, die nach bestimmten
Fachrictungen geordnet ist. Da existiert z.B. eine Ebene für
geistige Werte wie Wissen, Weisheit, Wahrheit, Liebe usw. Oder
eine andere für materielle Werte, eine weitere für die individuelle
positive oder negative Lebensführung. Alle diese Ebenen beinhalten die entsprechenden Impulse in völlig neutraler From.
Auch alle Regungen eines Menschen, die bewusstseinsmässige
Fortentwicklung oder Sprache, Medizin, Kunst, Technik,
Raumfahrt und vieles andere mehr wird in eigenen
Speicherebenen abgelagert.

2. Individual-Planetary Storage-block
It stores distinctly and completely all that which is individual of the human beings, e.g., all thoughts, feelings, etc.
In addition, there is also the storages of the animals, the
creatures, the plants and the matter. In this block
absolutely EVERYTHING of every single human being is
stored. Not only are all spirit-energetical values recorded,
but also all thoughts, feelings, ideas, wishes, the voice
and speech, every blink of an eye, every movement of the
hand, all capabilities, all actions of all kinds, but also positive and negative values in relation to the behaviour of
passive and active life forms as well as various natural
events such as earthquakes, floods, conflagrations, solar
eclipses, sunrises, etc. Each storage-block consists of
seven main levels, which in turn are subdivided into sublevels, conceivably like a card index that is arranged
according to certain subject headings., There exists, for
example, a level for spiritual values such as knowledge,
wisdom, truth, love, etc. Or another for material values,
another for the individual positive or negative life-conduct.
All these levels include the corresponding impulses in a
completely neutral form. Also, all impulsations of a human
being, the consciousness-based further development or
language, medicine, art, technology, space travel and
much more is stored in its own storage levels.

Obwohl jeder Mensch eine einzigartige Persönlichkeit ist, die
individuelle Persönlichkeit ist, die individuelle
Persönlichkeitsschwingungen mit einer ganz bestimmten einmaligen Frequenz ausstrahlt, kommt es ab und zu vor, dass z.B.
jemand die Stimme eines Verstorbenen nachahmen bzw.
Nachsprechen kann, obwohl er diesem Verstorbenen nie begegnet ist. In einem anderen Fall spricht jemand z.B. in einer
Fremsprache, die ihm völlig unbekannt ist. Gelegentlich kann
jemand ganz besondere Fähigkeiten längst Verstorbener zeigen,
indem er z.B. malen kann wie Michelangelo, oder er tritt wie ein
Künstler der Vergangenheit auf, der z.B. Musik komponiert, die
derjenigen von Mozart zum Verwechseln ähnlich ist usw. Ein
derart aussergewöhnliches Verhalten lässt sich gemäss den
Erklärungen von Billy auf zwei Ursachen zurückführen.
Einerseits ist es möglich, dass bei einer sehr ähnlichen
Schwingungsfrequenz ausnahmsweise in einer fremde
Speicherbank eingedrungen werden kann, wodurch die gespeicherten Fähigkeiten des oder der Verstorbenen nutzbar
gemacht werden können. Andererseits können die gespeicherten Fähigkeiten aber auch durch einen unbewussten oder
bewussten Trancezustand abgerufen und für einige Zeit
aufrechterhalten werden. Allerdings erklärte Billy auch, dass zur
zeit kein Mensch dieser Erde in der lage sei, einen solchen
Trancezustand bewusst zu erzeugen, dass jedoch Menschen,
die einen solchen zustand unbewusst erzeugen, in der Regel
einer krankhaften Schizophrenie unterliegen.

Although every human being is a unique personality, who
is an individual personality, who radiates individual personality swinging waves with a very distinct unique frequency, it happens from time to time that e.g., someone
can imitate or repeat the voice of a deceased person,
although he/she has never met this deceased person. In
another case, someone speaks, for example, in a foreign
language that is completely unknown to them.
Occasionally, someone can display quite special capabilities of long-dead persons, e.g., by he/she being able to
paint like Michelangelo, or perform like an artist of the
past, e.g., composing music that is confusingly similar to
that of Mozart, etc. Such extraordinary behaviour, according to explanations from Billy, can be attributed to two
causes. On the one hand, it is possible that a very similar
swinging wave-frequency can, as an exception, penetrate
into a foreign storage-bank, whereby the stored capabilities of the deceased can be made usable. On the other
hand, the stored capabilities can, however, also be
retrieved through an unconscious or conscious trance
state and maintained for some time. However, Billy also
explained that at present no human being on this Earth is
in the position of consciously producing such a state of
trance, but that human beings who produce such a state
unconsciously, as a rule, are subject to a pathological
schizophrenia.

Speicherungen aller Art bleiben nicht nur während eines
Menschenlebens unverändert erhalten, sondern über
Jahrmilliarden hinweg. Dadurch wird gewährleistet, das alles,

Storages of all kinds remain unchanged not only during a
human beings’ life, but rather over billions of years. This
guarantees that everything that a human being has
learned in all past existences in terms of knowledge, wiscontinues next page
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was ein Mensch in allen vergangenen Existenzen an Wissen,
Weisheit und Liebe usw. Gelernt hat, niemals mehr verlorengeht. In jedem weiteren Leben wird der Mensch dann unbewusst
von entsprechenden negative oder positive Impulsen und
Informationen getroffen, die seine Evolution fördern.
3. Planetare Gesamtspeicherblock
Er umfasst kollektiv alle Speicherwerte der individualen planetaren Speicherblocks. Der planetare Gesamtspeicherblock
beinhaltet alle Informationen resp. Impulse aller aktiven und
inaktiven Lebensformen eines bewohnten Planeten. Auch er
besteht aus Sieben Haupt- und vielen Unterebenen, wie auch
alle anderen Speicherblocks. Aus dem planetaren
Gesamtspeicherblock ziehen die Menschen permanent völlig
unbewusst Informationen und Impulse ab, die ihrer Evolution
dienlich sind. Nur Menschen mit einer sehr hohen
Bewusstseinsentwicklung sind in der lage, aus diesem Block
Informationen bewusst abzurufen, die eigene oder fremde
Persönlichkeitsbelange betreffen.
4. System-Gesamtspeicherblock
Er beinhaltet alle Speicherwerte aller Lebensformen eines
belebten Sonnen-Systems.
5. Galaxie-Gesamtspeicherblock
Er beinhaltet alle Speicherwerte von sämtlichen Lebensformen
einer Galaxie.
6. Universal-Gesamtspeicherblock
Er umfasst nicht nur eigene Inhalte, sondern auch alle
Speicherwerte aller übrigen Speicherblocks, die getrennt von
diesem Speicherblock existieren.
7. Schöpfungs-Gesamtspeicherblock
Er enthält überhaupt nichts Individuelles und ist deshalb völlig
schöpfungsneutral. Hier ist das Gesamtwissen sämtlicher
Speicherungen abgelagert – einschliesslich der des
Schöpfungsgeistes selbst -, wodurch für die Schöpfung die
Möglichkeit gegeben ist, in der eigenen Evolution voranzuschreiten.
Der Schöpfungs-Gesamtspeicherblock beinhaltet die Essenz der
gesamten Schöpfungs-Evolution bzw. des Universums.
Die Feinststofflichkeit ist in diesem Speicherblock weitaus am
höchsten.
Auf die Frage, ob die Informationen in einem Speicherblock verlorengehen könnten, wie z.B. bei einem Computer, der abstürzt
und/oder dessen Festplatte zerstört wird, erklärte Billy:
Ein Abstürzen wie bei einem Computer ist unmöglich, denn in
dieser Beziehung funktionieren die schöpferischen
Gesetzmässigkeiten umfänglich perfekt. Alles ist überall dort
gespeichert, wo Leben herrscht, das sich evolutioniert – ganz
schöpfungsgesetzmässig -, und das gewährleistet auch, dass
sich das Wissen, die Liebe und die Weisheit und alles Evolutive,
was gelehrt und gelernt wird, im gesamten Unversum verbreiten
kann; ohne das wäre es nicht möglich, dass sich die Evolution
über das ganze Universum ausbreitet. Es muss also auch im
gesamten Universum ein Netzwerk sein. Das ist genau gleich
wie mit den Fernsehstationen, die auf der ganzen Welt verbreitet
sind; es wird alles von einer Station zur anderen ausgestrahlt
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dom and love, etc., never again is lost. In every further
life, the human being is then unconsciously hit by corresponding negative or positive impulses and information
that promote his/her evolution.
3. Planetary Overall Storage-block
It includes collectively all storage values of the individual
planetary storage-blocks. The planetary overall storageblock contains all information resp. impulses of all active
and inactive life forms of an inhabited planet. It also consists of seven main levels and many sub-levels, as do
also all other storage-blocks. From the planetary overall
storage-block, the human beings draw permanent, completely unconsciously information and impulses that are
useful for their evolution. Only human beings with a very
high consciousness development are in the position to
consciously retrieve information from this block that pertains to their own or foreign personality-matters.
4. System-Overall Storage-block
It contains all the storage values of all the life forms in an
inhabited solar system.
5. Galaxy-Overall Storage-block
It contains all the storage values of all the life forms in a
galaxy.
6. Universal-Overall Storage-block
It includes not only its own contents, but rather also all
storage values of all other storage-blocks that exist separately from this storage-block.
7. Creation-Overall Storage-block
It contains nothing individual at all and is therefore completely Creation-neutral. Here the entire knowledge of all
storages is deposited – including that of the Creation-spirit
itself - whereby the possibility is given for the Creation to
progress in its own evolution.
The Creation-Overall Storage-block includes the essence
of the entire Creation-Evolution or of the universe.
The high fine-fluidalness is by far the highest in this storage-block.
When asked if the information in a storage-block could be
lost, such as with a computer, which crashes and/or its
hard drive is destroyed, Billy explained:
A crash like that of a computer is impossible, because in
this case the creational principles function perfectly on the
whole. Everything is stored wherever life prevails, that
evolves itself - entirely creationally-law-based - and this
also guarantees that the knowledge, the love and the wisdom and everything evolutive that is taught and learned
can spread in the entire universe; without this it would not
be possible for the evolution to spread throughout the
entire universe. So there must also be a network in the
entire universe. It is exactly the same as with the television stations that are spread throughout the entire world;
everything is broadcast and transmitted from one station
to another, and so the knowledge goes out into the world,
and so it is also in the entire universe.
In connection with the storage-banks the following should
continues next page
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und übertragen, und so geht das Wissen in die Welt hinaus,
und so ist es auch im gesamten Universum.
Im zusammenhang mit den Speicherbänken ist fogendes zu
ergänzen:
1. Bei der Aufzählung der verschiedenen Speicherblocks wurde
der individuelle Speicherblock jeder menschlichen Geistform
nicht erwähnt. Dieser Speicherblock resp. Teilspeicherblock
existiert nicht für sich allein im Jenseitsbereich, sondern zusammen mit unzähligen anderen, die je zu einer Persönlichkeit
gehören, die von der jeweils dazugehörenden Geistform
erschaffen wurde. Der individuelle Persönlichkeits<Gesamtbewusstseinblock> befindet sich nur im
Jenseitsbereich und sit mit der eigenen Geistform stets auch im
Diesseits verbunden, weil er ja in direkter Verbindung mit der
Geistform selbst steht.

9

be added:
1. With the enumeration of the various storage-blocks, the
individual storage-block of each human spirit-form was not
mentioned. This storage-block resp. part-storage-block
does not exist on its own in the realm of the other world,
but together with innumerable others, each belonging to a
personality that was created by the spirit-form belonging to
it. The individual personality-'overall consciousness-block'
is only in the realm of the other world* and is always connected with its own spirit-form in this world, because it
stands in direct connection with the spirit-form itself. *clarification: there are 2 overall consciousness-blocks, one that
is reincarnating along with the spirit-form and a creational
overall consciousness-block that remains in the creational
realm that remains in constant connection with the ‘human‘
overall consciousness-block.

2. Der planetare <Gesamtbewusstseinblock> befindet sich im
planetaren Jenseitsbereich, und zwar nebst dem grossen
gesamtheitlichen universellen GESAMTBEWUSSTSEINSPEICHERBLOCK, in den auch sämtliche GesamtbewusstseinSpeicherblocks aller Planeten integriert sind.

2. The planetary 'overall consciousness-block' is located in
the planetary realm of the other world, and indeed, along
with the great all-inclusive universal OVERALL CONSCIOUSNESS-STORAGE-BLOCK, in which all overall
consciousness-storage-blocks of all planets are also integrated.

3. Der grosse universelle GESAMTBEWUSSTSEINBLOCK
entspricht einer schöpferisch-energetischen Form, die nicht von
der Geistform, sondern durch die Schöpfung
Universalbewusstsein resp. das Universum geschaffen wurde,
denn die Geistform hat nur ihren, jedoch nicht den universellen
grossen <Gesamtbewusstseinblock> erschaffen. Als Gleichnis
dafür diene folgendes: Wird eine mit Seifenwasser gefüllte
Schüssel genommen, kann das Seifenwasser mit der grossen
Blase mit dem grossen <Gesamtbewusstseinblock> gleichgesetzt werden. Wird durch ein Röhrchen Luft in das
Seifenwasser geblasen, dann entstehen unzählige weitere
kleine Bläschen. Diese stellen im <Gesamtbewusstseinblock>
einen Teil der gesamten Menschheit und der Planeten dar, die
letztlich zum grossen universellen <Gesamtbewusstseinblock>
gehören. (Sinngemäss nach einem Küchengespräch mit Billy
vom 25. August 2006)

3. The great universal OVERALL CONSCIOUSNESSBLOCK corresponds to a creational-energetic form which
was not created by the spirit-form, but rather by the
Creation universal consciousness resp. the Universum,
because the spirit-form has only created its own, but not
the universal great 'overall consciousness-block'. Let the
following serve as an allegory for this: if a bowl filled with
soapy water is taken, the soapy water with the large bubble can be equated with the great 'overall consciousnessblock'. If air is blown into the soapy water through a tube,
then countless other small bubbles are created. In the
'overall consciousness-block', these represent a part of the
whole of humankind and the planets, which ultimately
belong to the large universal 'overall consciousness-block'.
(According to a kitchen conversation with Billy on the 25th
of August 2006)
N.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
insurmountable language differences between German and English.

A VIEWER'S QUESTION FOR THE VIDEO 'MEDITATION PRESENTATION' ON THE FLCA YOUTUBE CHANNEL
by: Jimmy Chen / October 21, 2021
Hello Jimmy,
I hope that you are in good health, and thank you for giving me the chance to ask some questions.
My questions are.
1. I have been practicing meditation regularly for a few months, how do I know that I am on the
right track?
2. What is consciousness wanderings?
3. Could you explain a bit more on having trust and confidence in the creational and let the
meditation run its own course?
thank you Jimmy
SALOME
Octavio Perez
continues next page
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A VIEWER'S QUESTION FOR THE VIDEO 'MEDITATION...continues
Hi Octavio,
Thanks! Hope you are doing good as well. Sure, no problem.
This would be the first time someone asked me questions
about meditation, so hopefully my answers are helpful to
you. These answers are based on the information available from the various books by Billy and also from my own
experience in meditation:
1. This would depend on your overall goal/objective for
meditation I think, e.g. some people practise meditation for
the general benefits it provides, e.g. better moods, more
energy, more equalisedness in thinking, better concentration, better coping with situations, etc. So if these benefits
are being realised in the day-to-day life after meditation,
then the meditation practice is on the right track, i.e. it is
bringing benefits where normally it would not be without
meditation.
During the actual meditation practice, to know if you are
on the right track would be that you are able to direct your
attention on your meditation object (e.g. a word/phrase, an
object, etc.) without foreign thoughts surfacing. If you are
able to do this for a relatively long time (according to your
own progress in meditation), then you would be on the
right track. At this point, generally a feeling of calmness
and joyfulness, harmony, peace, etc. arise which is a
result of being in control of your thoughts and also a result
of the connection with your inner and most inner self (subconsciousness and spirit-form) which provide harmonic
impulses to the material consciousness and psyche.
When the meditation is done correctly, one feels as if they
have rescued themselves from the great masses of people and sit on a hill observing, i.e. a good distance is created between oneself and the thoughts/opinions of others,
whereby a neutralness and a friendliness are acquired
which make interactions with other people occur in a much
more peaceful, harmonic and loving manner, etc. In addition, in situations where a decision or response, etc. is
required in daily life situations, one is able to prevent a
rash decision or response and is able to deal with the
respective situation in a calm and considered manner,
which usually leads to much better results than a rash
decision or response.
Also to note is that meditation is something individual just
like how each person has their own way of evolution in life
since each person is unique. So in this sense, the right
track is also slightly different from each person to person
and is something one needs to analyse for oneself.
For those who want to practice meditation more deeply,
then generally the goal is to acquire a meditative concentration and so the right track in this sense would be that a
meditative concentration is acquired, e.g. feeling of bodiless-ness, fine-spiritual perceptions come to the foreground, etc. With a meditative concentration, as mentioned in the presentation, there are then more possibilities opened to the meditator and in this sense, the ability

to perform various things (e.g. set objectives, receive intuitions, consciousness-abilities, etc.) are in themselves the
sign that the meditation is on the right track.
2. Consciousness wanderings is when the material consciousness or spirit-consciousness sends out its 'feelers'
(energies) to distant places (and times in the future or past
in the case of spirit-consciousness wanderings [correction:
both the material consciousness and spirit-consciousness
can travel through dimensions and times, but the materialconsciousness with the speed of light is limited to 3 light
seconds of distance, whereas the spirit-consciousness has
practically unlimited distance with a speed of 107000 x the
speed of light]) and are able to perceive the occurrences in
these distant places without actually being physically there.
It is basically like a 'remote viewing'.
3. This is describing the appropriate basic mentalattitude/consciousness-bearing that is required to reach a
deeper meditative concentration. On our planet, because of
the way things are arranged, e.g. the materialism and religions, etc., people often from a young age are already
taught to turn away from the creational and the most innerself and concentrate solely on a non-existent religious entity (e.g. a god-being) or the material side of life (e.g. acquiring a job, making money, etc.), whereby a purely materialistic or irrational or egotistical mental bearing is acquired. As
a result of this, it becomes almost impossible to acquire a
meditative concentration which requires a certain self-lessness (yielding the material consciousness) and trust and
confidence in the creational that is within oneself. This trust
and confidence is often already impaired from a young age
for many people as a result of the doubt that the religions
and various ideologies sow. So in order to progress more
deeply in meditation, it is necessary to call up this consciousness-bearing that has trust and confidence in that
which is deep within oneself (the creational).
In other words, it is about yielding the material consciousness during the meditation practice and neutrally directing
the attention and not-expecting anything in particular and
just having trust and confidence in the creational. Whereby
in this neutral and non-expecting mental bearing, the meditation naturally runs its own course and the meditative concentration becomes deeper and deeper.
Hope this helps!
Thanks,
Jimmy

"Those who idolise mainstream scientific "facts"
never notice that their idols only shine in a
borrowed light."
Irene Hickman
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WITHOUT WORK OR OTHER VALUABLE ACTIVITY,
THE HUMAN BEING WASTES AWAY
by 'Billy' Eduard Albert Meier
Translation: Catherine Mossman / Tiny, ON / August 22, 2018

Der Müssiggang trägt nicht nur zur Vergammelung des
Menschen bei, sondern im Alter resp. Ruhestand nach der
Pensionierung unwiderruflich auch zur Altersschwäche.
Grundsätzlich ist die Untätigkeit, der Müssiggang, die
Arbeitsscheu, wie aber auch der Altersruhestand in jeder
Art und Weise eine sehr schlechte Idee, denn das Nichtstun
macht psychisch, bewusstseinsmässig sowie physisch
krank und vertreibt die Menschen aus den nützlichen
sozialen Funktionen.

Idleness not only contributes to the wasting away of
the human being, but also irrevocably to senility in
old age, or retirement.
Fundamentally, to be in a state of inactivity, idleness,
unwillingness to work, as well as in old-age retirement of every kind and wise is a very bad idea,
because inaction makes people ill, psychically, consciously-based and physically, and drives them out
of their useful social functionality.

Menschen, Frauen und Männer, jung und alt, die im Leben
dem Müssiggang frönen oder die in Pension gehen und im
Ruhestand nur in einer Weise des Nichtstuns dahinleben,
geraten in der Regel in eine schwere Identitätskrise.
Müssiggänger während des Lebens geraten sehr oft in
Alkohol- oder Drogenabhängigkeit und verfallen in asoziale
Auswüchse, während untätige Menschen im Ruhestand sich
nutzlos fühlen.
Und sehr viele der Müssiggänger im Leben, wie auch viele
Menschen im Altersruhestand, verlieren die Freude am
Leben und begehen Selbstmord.
Und besonders bei Rentnern ist die Suizidrate sehr hoch
und übertrifft alle anderen Altersgruppen.
Tatsache ist, dass für alle Müssiggänger im Leben, Männer,
Frauen, Jugendliche jeden Alters sowie für die Rentner und
an krankheitlichen Beschwerden aller Art leidende
Menschen, neue Rollenbilder von Notwendigkeit sind, durch
die bei ihnen eine Lebensbejahung durchdringt, was hauptsächlich durch eine vernünftige Tätigkeit und
entsprechende Aufgaben in Betracht gezogen werden kann.

People, women and men, young and old, who indulge
in idleness in life or who, as pensioners and in retirement, live an inactive life usually fall into a serious
identity crisis.
People who do nothing during their lives very often
become addicted to alcohol or drugs and fall into
asocial excesses, whereas people who are idle in
their retirement feel useless.
And very many of those who are idle in life, as well
as many people in old-age retirement, lose the joy of
life and commit suicide.
And especially among pensioners, the suicide rate is
very high and surpasses all other age groups.
The fact is that for all men, women, young people of
all ages, as well as pensioners and people suffering
from all kinds of illnesses who are idle in life, new
role models are of necessity through which an affirmation of life permeates them, which can be taken
into consideration primarily through reasonable
activity and corresponding tasks.

Menschen, die Müssiggänger im Leben sind oder die nach der
Pensionierung in der Weise im Ruhestand leben, dass sie nur
noch dem Nichtstun nachgehen, betrachten fälschlich das Leben

Humans who are idle in life or who, after receiving their
pension, live their retirement in such a wise that they only
continues next page
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und das Alter als grossen Kampf und als Massaker.
Das jedoch hat nichts mit der Wirklichkeit und Wahrheit zu tun,
denn diese Einstellung entspringt einzig und allein aus der falsch
geführten Lebensweise dieser Menschen.
Wahrheitlich ist das Leben weder ein Kampf noch ein Massaker,
sondern eine Freude und ein Weg des Fortschritts und der
Entwicklung.
Doch alle, die über das Leben und seine Situationen usw. klagen, sei es in bezug auf eine fehlende Gesundheit, fehlende
oder mangelhafte zwischenmenschliche Beziehungen, mangelndes Geld usw., sie gestalten ihr Leben selbst, ihre jeweilige
Situation, ihr Verhalten, ihre Arbeit oder ihr Nichtstun, denn jeder
einzelne ist selbst seines Schicksals Schmied.
Wenn sie also leiden, dann schaffen sie sich ihr Leiden selbst,
ihre finanziellen Schulden, ihren Streit mit anderen Menschen,
mit dem Partner, einem Freund, Bekannten oder sonstigen
Mitmenschen.
Und sind sie krank, dann ist es auch ihre eigene Einstellung und
ihr Verhalten, wie sie sich zu ihrer Krankheit stellen, eben leidend, griesgrämig, wehleidig, selbstbemitleidend – oder tapfer,
geduldig, guten Sinnes auf Heilung und Fortkommen usw.
Tatsache ist, dass die Müssiggänger im Leben sowie viele im
altersmässigen Ruhestand lebende Rentner, zu denen aber
auch eine grosse Anzahl Frührentner gehören, die Flucht vor
dem Leben zur zentralen Aufgabe ihres Lebens sowie ihres
bewusstseinsmässigen, psychischen und körperlichen sowie
gesundheitlichen Zerfalls machen.
Das Ganze ist wahrheitlich eine eigentümliche und feige
Selbstbezogenheit, indem eine Fixierung auf die eigenen Leiden,
auf unerfreuliche Situationen und Lebensumstände erfolgt und
jede Eigeninitiative für eine sinnvolle Beschäftigung schon von
Grund auf zerstört wird.
Und diesbezüglich spielt das Alter keine Rolle, wie auch nicht
das Geschlecht des Menschen, denn grundlegend ist nur die
ganze Einstellung zum Leben und zu dessen Pflichten von
Bedeutung, die besagt: Wer rastet, der rostet.
Genau das trifft aber auf die Menschen zu, die im Leben
Müssiggang betreiben, wie aber auch auf viele Frührentner und
pensionierte Ruheständler beiden Geschlechts, wenn sie völlig
initiativelos im Nichtstun versinken, elend dahinvegetieren und
sich feige in eigener Verantwortungslosigkeit allen möglichen
Leiden und dem schwindenden Lebensmut ausliefern.
In dieser Weise entsteht feiger Lebensüberdruss, feige
Wehleidigkeit und letztlich feiger Selbstmord, um dadurch all
dem durch Feigheit zu entfliehen, was in eigener
Initiativelosigkeit und Verantwortungslosigkeit nicht bewältigt
wird.
Das ist die harte aber wahrliche Wahrheit, auch wenn sie von
den Betroffenen sowie von antagonistischen Besserwissern,
Kritikern, Wahrheitsleugnern und verweichlichten
Falschhumanisten bestritten wird, die diese Tatsache in Grund
und Boden zu stampfen versuchen.
Dem zum Trotz bleibt die Tatsache bestehen: Wer rastet, der
rostet.
Und wer sich während des Lebens, als Frührentner oder im
Ruhestand nach der Pensionierung dem Nichtstun hingibt, der
verfällt Lastern, Süchten und allerlei körperlichen, gesundheitlichen, bewusstseinsmässigen und psychischen Leiden sowie

pursue inactivity, erroneously regard life and old age as a
great struggle and as a massacre.
However, this has nothing to do with the reality and truth,
for this kind of attitude arises solely and exclusively from
the misguided mode of life of these people.
Truly, life is neither a struggle nor a massacre, but a joy
and a path of progress and evolution.
But all those who complain about life and its situations,
etc., be it with regard to a lack of health, missing or inadequate interpersonal relationships, lack of money, etc.,
they shape their lives themselves, their respective situations, their behaviour, their work or their inactivity,
because every individual is the architect of their own destiny.
If they therefore suffer, then they create their suffering
themselves, their financial debts, their quarrel with other
people, with their partner, a friend, acquaintance or other
fellow human beings.
And if they are ill, then it is also their own attitude and
their behaviour as to how they face up to their illness:
simply suffering, grumpy, snivelling, self-pitying - or
brave, patient, good sense of healing and progress etc.
The fact is that those who are idle in life as well as many
retired people of old age, to whom also a large number of
early-retirees belong, make the escape from life the central purpose of their lives, as well as their consciousnessbased, psychical and physical as well as health-based
decay.
The whole is truly a peculiar and cowardly self-centredness, in that a fixation on one's own suffering, unpleasant
situations and life circumstances takes place and every
initiative for a meaningful occupation is destroyed from
the bottom up.
And in this respect, age does not play a role, nor does
the gender of the person, because fundamentally, the
only thing that matters is the entire attitude towards life
and its duties, which says: Who rests, rusts. [or in
English: ‘Use it or lose it’]
This is precisely the case, however, for those people who
pursue their lives in idleness, as also, however, for many
early-retirees and pensioners of both sexes when, with a
complete lack of initiative, they sink into doing nothing,
miserable vegetation and cowardly surrendering themselves to all kinds of suffering and to the dwindling
courage to live.
In this wise, cowardly weariness, cowardly self-pity, and
ultimately cowardly suicide emerge, in order to escape,
through cowardice, all that is not mastered due to their
own lack of initiative and irresponsibility.
This is the hard but true truth, even if it is denied by those
affected, as well as by antagonistic know-it-alls, critics,
deniers of truth and mollycoddled false humanists who
seek to stomp this fact into the ground.
Despite this, the fact remains: Who rests, rusts.
And those who abandon themselves to idleness during
their lives, as early-retirees or as pensioners, fall victim to
vices, addictions and all kinds of physical, health, consciousness-based and psychological suffering as well as
continues next page
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der Griesgrämigkeit und dem Lebensüberdruss usw.

grumpiness and weariness of life, etc.

Diese Unwerte aber führen ins brüllende Elend und enden sehr
oft im Selbstmord, der unter den Müssiggängern, den initiativelosen Nichtstuern, sehr hohe Raten aufweist.

These unvalues, however, lead to blatant misery and
very often end in suicide, very high rates of which are
exhibited among those who are idle, the lacking initiative
ones who do nothing.

Die Lebenserwartung steigt ständig, wobei jedoch der Sinn und
die Verantwortung für eine gesunde Tätigkeit immer mehr
abnehmen, denn mehr und mehr wird nach Frühpension
geschrien und nach ständig weiterer Verkürzung der Arbeitszeit
sowie Teilzeitarbeit.
Viele wähnen, dass sie schon früh ihre berufliche oder sonstig
tätigkeitsmässige Karriere hinter sich lassen müssten, um dem
Nichtstun zu frönen.
Viele wähnen aber auch, dass sie durch Alkohol-, Drogen- oder
Medikamentensucht ihr Leben bewältigen könnten.
Doch mit diesen Einstellungen schwinden auch ihre Interessen,
Fähigkeiten, Möglichkeiten, Hobbys sowie ihre grossen und
lebensbejahenden Gedanken und Gefühle dahin, wodurch eine
zwangsläufige Vergammelung stattfindet, eine Identitätskrise
zutage tritt, Gedanken und Gefühle der eigenen Nutzlosigkeit
und des Suizids.
In dieser Weise erblicken die betroffenen Menschen unvermittelt
alles Elend und alle Not, die über sie hereinbrechen oder
hereingebrochen sind, wobei sie aber nicht erkennen, dass es
ihre eigene Schuld ist, folglich sie diese den Mitmenschen, dem
Staat und dem ach so bösen Leben und dessen krassen
Umständen zuschieben.
Für frühere Generationen war die tägliche Arbeit nutzvoll, die bis
ins hohe Alter beibehalten und durchgeführt wurde.
Der Müssiggang im Leben war ihnen fremd, denn ohne Arbeit
gab es keine gesunde, wertvolle und fortschrittliche Existenz.
Kam dann das hohe Alter, dann gab es ein kurzes
Aufschnaufen auf der Ruhebank, mit etwas weniger Arbeit, ehe
der Tod sein Zepter schwang.
Heute jedoch wird das Aufschnaufen schon während der
hochaktiven Lebensphase angestrebt, so dieser tätigkeitslose,
teilzeitliche oder nachberufliche Zustand der Untätigkeit bereits
einen Drittel oder Viertel, manchmal sogar die Hälfte der
Lebensspanne umfasst.
An und für sich – so denken viele – müsste der Mensch in
dieser Weise eigentlich froh und glücklich sein, doch das ist nicht
der Fall und kann auch nicht der Fall sein, denn das Nichtstun
bringt Leiden und Schäden mancherlei Art.
Zwar ist heute zumindest in den industrialisierten Ländern ein
Grossteil der Altersrentner finanziell gut gestellt, wie auch viele
andere, die noch im Vorrentenalter stehen und gesundheitlich
keine oder nur geringe Beschwerden zu nennen haben; doch
plötzlich ist die Identitätskrise da, weil sie durch selbsterzeugte
Untätigkeit geschlagen sind und nichts oder nichts mehr an
Vernünftigem im Leben leisten.
Die Untätigkeit reisst plötzlich an den Nerven, an der Einstellung
und am Verhalten, und statt der grossen tätigkeitslosen Freiheit
drohen nunmehr verzweifelte Leere sowie Gedanken und

The life expectancy constantly increases, whereby, however, the sense and responsibility for healthy activity
diminishes ever more, because more and more people
are clamouring for early retirement and for ever shorter
working hours and part-time work.
Many assume that they must leave their professional or
other activity-based career behind them at an early age
in order to indulge in doing nothing.
But many also assume that they can master their lives
through alcohol, drug or medication addiction.
But with these attitudes their interests, capabilities, possibilities, hobbies as well as their great and life-affirming
thoughts and feelings fade away, whereby an inevitable
going to seed takes place, an identity crisis comes to
light, thoughts and feelings of their own uselessness and
suicide.
In this wise, the affected people catch sight of all misery
and all affliction that has come upon them, whereby, they
do not realise, however, that it is their own fault, thus
they pin it on their fellow human beings, on the state and
on the oh so bad life and its stark circumstances.
For earlier generations the daily work was useful, which
was maintained and carried out into old age.
Idleness in life was alien to them, for without work there
was no healthy, valuable and progressive existence.
When old age came, there was a short ‘taking a breather’
on the bench, with a little less work, before death swung
his sceptre.
Today, however, the ‘taking a breather’ is already striven
for during the highly active phase of life, thus this inactive, part-time or post-professional state of inactivity
already comprises a third or quarter, sometimes even
half of the life span.
In and of itself - thus many think - people should actually
be happy and lucky in this wise, but this is not the case
and cannot be the case either, because doing nothing
brings suffering and harm of many forms.
Indeed today, at least in the industrialised countries, a
large proportion of old-age pensioners are financially
well-placed, as are many others who are still in their preretirement years and healthwise have no, or only a few,
complaints to mention; but suddenly the identity crisis is
there because, through self-created inactivity, they are
stricken and are not, or no longer, carrying out anything
sensible in life.
The inactivity suddenly gets on the nerves, on the attiN.B. This is an unofficial translation and contains errors due to the
insurmountable language differences between German and English.
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MEME FROM 77 MEDITATIONS
by Campbell Foster

DISCUSSION ON FACEBOOK GROUP: WORLD OVERPOPULATION
by: Michael Uyttebroek
Person #1: How do you know it is "exactly"? With the ongoing wars, covid19 deaths, deaths from famine and even traffic
deaths, how do you know? Also, there are probably millions of unidentified people crossing numerous borders around the
world and the country they are leaving don't know they left and the countries they are entering don't know who they are yet
and if they will stay. I really don't believe these numbers anymore, because of al the unnatural and unrecorded deaths occurring around the world and the continuous migration of people from country to country and sometimes crossing through a
country to get to another country on the other side, how can anybody have faith in those numbers?
Person #2: FIGU-Landesgruppe Canada said the data came from JHWH Ptaah of Erra/ Plejaren. Who or what is that?
Samual is correct to question the source.
#MU to Person #2: It is important to test the source. All the points that #1 brought forth are indeed valid and that is why we
here on the Earth have no clue as to what the actual figures are... Just imagine if there was a technology that was so
advanced and sensitive that it could essentially take a snap shot of each individual unique vibrational pattern at a given point
in time. Then this would be the number as of Dec. 31, 2021, at midnight CET. Of course this may sound outrageous that this
is possible, even unbelievable, but this nevertheless doesn't change the facts of the matter. For anyone who is curious, openminded and sceptical in a healthy way, then there is much to explore regarding the source of this information. ca.figu.org
Person #2: I see that your group, FIGU Landesgruppe Canada, purports to report only the truth. Where do you find the
truth?
#MU to Person #2: It's a personal discovering...an ongoing process. We each determine what is true or not true based on
our observation, knowledge, experience, etc. What may be true for me may not be true for another person. Also, what I once
thought was true may not be true to me anymore. The test is 'is it in accordance with reality or not'. Of course, there is some
thought-work involved.
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MEDITATION ON THE DEATH (EXCERPT FROM WIEDERGEBURT, LEBEN, STERBEN, TOD UND TRAUER P. 62-63)
by Billy
Translation: Michael Uyttebroek / March 1, 2022 / Tiny, ON
Die Meditation über den Tod, das gedankliche und gefühlsmässige Sichbefassen mit ihm, inspiriert den Menschen, sich
immer tiefer mit der Vergänglichkeit des Lebens und damit
auch mit der Vergänglichkeit der eigenen Person zu befassen.
Und alle daraus zu gewinnenden Erkenntnisse führen dazu,
dass die gedanklich-gefühlsmässige, meditative Beschäftigung
mit dem Tod immer mehr Aufschlüsse und Erkenntnisse bringt,
durch die der Blick in die schöpferischen Gesetze und Gebote
eindringt, die Augen tatsächlich geöffnet werden und erkannt
wird, dass Leben und Tod eine untrennbare Einheit bilden.
Dadurch wiederum reift in bewusster Form die Erkenntnis,
dass jeder Mensch, und so auch die eigene Person, früher
oder später diese materielle Welt verlassen muss und dass es
notwendig ist, sein Leben in ehrfürchtiger, tugendhafter und
evolutiver Weise zu führen, damit so viele positive Werte in
den Speicherbänken des Planeten, des Universums und des
Gesamtbewusstseinblocks abgelagert werden, wie es überhaupt nur möglich ist.
Davon profitiert die nächste und neue Persönlichkeit, die bei
der Wiedergeburt der Geistform zusammen mit dieser mit dem
neuen Ego und dem neuen Bewusstseinsblock in einen neuen
Menschenkörper einzieht.
Dies aber ist eine Erkenntnis, die sich jeder Mensch selbst
erarbeiten muss, und zwar auch dann, wenn ihm durch eine
weise Lehrkraft der Sachverhalt erklärt und beschrieben wird.
Wird die Erkenntnis aber erarbeitet, dann hilft das dem
Bewusstsein resp. der Persönlichkeit automatisch weiter, sich
weiter den schöpferisch-geistigen Belangen, Gesetzen und
Geboten zuzuwenden.
Darüber hinaus ist aber die Meditation über den Tod, das
gedanklich-gefühlsmässige Sichbefassen mit ihm, ein äusserst
wirkungsvolles Verfahren, das dafür hilfreich ist, dass die
Praxis der Meditation auch auf das ganze Leben ausgedehnt
wird.
RELIGIOUS-SECTARIAN ENERGIES
by Jimmy Chen / December 20, 2021

The meditation on the death, the mental and feeling-based
self-engagement with it, inspires the human being to concern himself/herself ever more deeply with the transitoriness
of the life and therefore also with the transitoriness of his/her
own person.
And all the cognitions to be gained from this lead to the fact
that the mental-feeling-based, meditative activity with the
death brings more and more insights and cognitions,
through which the gaze penetrates into the creational laws
and recommendations, the eyes are actually opened and it
is recognised that life and death form an inseparable unity.
Through this, in turn, the cognition ripens in conscious form
that every human being, and so also one's own person,
must sooner or later leave this material world and that it is
necessary to lead one's life in a reverent, virtuous and evolutive wise so that as many positive values are deposited
into the storage-banks of the planet, the universe and the
overall consciousness-block, as is possible in the first place.
This benefits the next and new personality which, together
with the rebirth of the spirit-form, moves into a new human
body with this, along with the new ego and the new consciousness-block.
This, however, is a cognition that every human being must
work out himself/herself, and indeed, even if the facts are
explained and described to him/her by a wise teacher. If the
cognition, however, is worked out, then this automatically
helps the consciousness, respectively, the personality to
turn further towards the creational-spiritual concerns, laws
and recommendations.
In addition, meditation on death, the mental and feelingbased self-engagement with it, is an extremely effective procedure that helps to extend the practice of meditation to the
whole of life.

Creation-Energy which lies slumbering deep within every
human being, and its all-embracing and all-prevailing univerLike a dark cloud that surrounds the Earth, it preys on those
sal love.
susceptible to it and keeps them bound to its powers. Created Thus, it is inevitable that one day, through bitter experiences,
from the human being's thinking over hundreds of thousands
cosmic changes and a very helpful teaching, the human
of years, it constantly sustains itself through those human
beings will find their way again and discover within thembeings caught in its powers of irrationality, belief, confusion,
selves that one source which had been hidden from them all
delusion, submissiveness, greed, unpeace, hatred, blind rage, along, and then the truth and the all-prevailing universal love
vengeance, discord, and unfreedom. For those who are
will shine through again and the dark cloud will gradually disresistant to it, it finds other ways to make their resistance
sipate and the people will awaken, like from a spell that has
futile, through manipulation, distraction, deception, slander,
been cast over them. Coming to the realisation that they were
threats, intimidation, coercion, sowing discord, doubt, torture
not really their true selves for the past thousands of years but
and even murder and manslaughter, anything to keep the
only under the spell of a dark power, they become united
people un-united, subjugated and away from the one source
again in the truth. Therefore, the plans of those who originally
that could destroy it.
sowed the powers of belief and religions amongst the human
It senses and knows its greatest opposition, which has the
beings – out of self-aggrandisement, greed for might or in the
power to disarm and withdraw the power from which it sushope that the human beings would one day annihilate themtains itself. Therefore, for its own survival, it does everything
selves – will not come true. Having become knowledgeable in
in its powers so that this cannot come to be. However, this
the truth, they realise that the powers of belief and religions
other power is indestructible and can only be obfuscated and had only been sustained by the people themselves and in the
concealed, in order in one day to nevertheless shine through
end, nevertheless served its purpose of being a valuable life
and reveal itself. It is the power of the truth, the Creation, the lesson, even if it had to be learned the hard way.
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SEMJASE (RE-WORKED FROM DEJAN’S ORIGINAL RENDERING)
by: Michael Uyttebroek / February 24, 2022 / Tiny, ON

Michael did a few versions based on Dejan’s original art and this is what Christian Frehner wrote:

Hi Michael,
Billy said that the first one from the left side (above) resembles her the most.
Please send that version to me.
Salome,
Christian
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MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CONSCIOUSNESS
by Jimmy Chen / December 4, 2021
When the consciousness is in an impaired or unhealthy state, it
is not able to fully recognise facts and truths. As a result, the
human being with such a consciousness-state is more likely to
require assistance from the outside to make decisions that
he/she would otherwise be able to make by him/herself through
a healthy thinking process. Due to this, he/she becomes more
susceptible to negative outside influences and is more easily
taken advantage of. According to the Creation-Energy teaching,
this is a fact that the powers of our world such as religions, politics, material-sciences know very well, and as a result, they use
this to their own advantage to exploit the fellow human beings
by keeping them in an consciousness-impaired state so that
they will more easily give up their free will and decision making
powers and become steered by them, who in fact are selfishly
greedy for might, control and material things. This is done
through all means possible, from the things we put into our
body, the information we receive in various media such as TV,
internet, films, radios, etc. up to the false ideologies and irrational teachings they teach to the people.
At the core of the Creation-Energy teaching is the importance of
maintaining a healthy consciousness so that the human being
can carry out a healthy thinking process to recognise facts and
truths in all situations and freely act according to their own discretion. Because only in this way can the consciousness evolve
to its fullest potential. It is also most likely in every human
being's interest to maintain a healthy consciousness because
when it is healthy, the human being naturally feels more free,
peaceful, harmonious, joyous and happy. And so the question
is, how can this be accomplished and what are the factors that
are keeping the consciousness in an impaired state?
Since every human being is unique in their personality, characteristics, traits, talents, spirit (Creation-Energy), etc. and all have
their own individual paths to take in evolution, there is no single
method that can work for everyone, and so there are naturally
no 'step-by-step' instructions as one can find, e.g. on the internet for various recipes, tasks and situations. However, for the
hope of being able to help others, here are some of the factors
in summary form which correspond with the abundance of information from FIGU which I have found that may also apply to
others:
- The food and liquids we take in daily. The nutritional quality of
the food and how much toxin and consciousness-impairing substances such as pesticides, arsenic, cyanide, heavy metals, etc.
are contained in it. For example, foods from natural sources like
a garden or farmer's markets are likely to be of better quality
and contain more nutrients than those bought from fast food
restaurants where foods are mass produced from nutrient deficient soil with pesticides and through the processing of foods,
additional toxins are added. The water from natural sources like
springs and wells are generally more healthy and will contain
fewer toxins than the artificially treated waters from water treatment plants that supply the larger populations (note: when
procuring spring water, it is better to get it from a local supplier
as there are now many bottled waters advertised as natural
water but are in fact water from treatment plants). However, to a
large extent, toxins and heavy metals can be found in most
water supplies and so using a water-filtration system can be
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beneficial (e.g. house water-filtration system). Naturally,
other sources of intake like vitamins, medication, and what
gets injected into the body, etc. also play a very important
role. For a detailed summary of the various vitamins and
minerals the body needs, please refer to 'FIGU-Ratgeber'
14 ['FIGU-Advisor' 14]
www.figu.org/ch/verein/periodika/figu-ratgeber/2021/nr-14 .
The body's health translates to mental health and of importance for overall health is also the maintenance of a
healthy body pH level (acid/alkaline level) of 7 through a
balanced diet. There are also other foods and supplements such as dark chocolate, coffee, tea and L-Tyrosine
that can be consumed in reasonable amounts (non-excessively) which can promote better moods and mental alertness in the short-term which in turn can translate into an
overall healthier consciousness (for more info, please see
Contact 619). Through the environmental pollution as a byproduct of the industry, agriculture, nuclear explosions and
other sources which gets carried through the air to all corners of the world and land on soils and waters, artificial
toxins and heavy metals can to a large extent be found
everywhere. Even in the case of agriculture which employs
more stringent guidelines, e.g. those foods labelled as
organic, there are still toxins to be found in them more or
less, albeit in lower quantities. For the detoxification of the
body from various toxins and heavy metals, etc., there are
various supplements available such as bentonite, chlorella
algae, glutathione, selenium and zeolite (natural and
untreated), etc. (for more information, please refer to
Contact Report 680). In general, a balanced diet of fruits,
vegetables, meat, dairy, grains, etc. promotes a healthy
body and healthy consciousness, whereas an unbalanced
diet can cause the body and consciousness to become
unhealthy, e.g. a purely vegetarian diet can cause a person to be overly positive with the loss of the healthy criticism-capabilities and have thoughts which are fleeting and
not too realistic, or in contrast, a diet with too much meat
can cause a person to have sluggish thinking, slow reaction speed, a certain irascibility and an uncontrollable
fierceness. As per the Creation-Energy teaching, finding
what foods work best for oneself is very important for the
maintaining of a healthy consciousness and neutral-positive thinking.
- The air quality and the pollution in the environment, e.g.
toxins and chemicals in the air we breathe, and most
recently due to technological progress, the unnatural 'electrical' pollution in the form of radio waves and electro-magnetic frequencies (EMF) from various devices (Bluetooth,
WIFI, cell-phones, cell-towers, etc.) and electrical equipment (power stations, power lines, air conditioners, etc.)
which disturb the consciousness. Natural surroundings like
parks, forests, etc. away from large sources of EMF and
power lines generally offer a better environment for the
consciousness than heavily settled areas like cities that
are much more polluted in every way. When internet
access is needed, using a wired connection (e.g. Ethernet)
is more preferable as it generates considerably less EMF
than a wireless connection (e.g. Bluetooth, WiFi, 4G, 5G).
continues next page
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MAINTAINING A HEALTHY CONSCIOUSNESS continues
The same also applies to other devices, e.g. wired mouse,
keyboard, speakers, earphones, video camera, game console, printer, TV, electric meter, etc. preferred over wireless
variants. Naturally, turning off devices that emit EMF or disabling 4G/5G/WiFi/Bluetooth or using airplane mode when
not needed can also be of a big help. For those who are
more sensitive and striving for peace, love, harmony, freedom and truth, it is worth knowing that the various electronics such as computers, monitors, smart phones, smart
devices, smart appliances, etc. can under circumstances be
'hacked' to generate very negative effects such as aggressiveness, confusion, hatred, submissiveness, discord, etc. as
a result of being manipulated through electric signals by very
negative swinging-waves (energies) from the various sectarian, religious and political powers that have become
autonomous as a result of the human being's thinking which
largely tends towards religious, materialistic and political
directions. These negative influences can also affect the
human beings subconsciously, thus the negative effects usually come about without one being conscious of where they
originated from, e.g. subliminal advertising (for more info,
please see Contact 512 and 705). One possible method to
counteract this is to reduce the usage of electronic devices,
etc. to a minimum and strive to search for, recognise and live
according to the truth and reality as much as possible. For
the various toxins and chemicals in the air, these also
inevitably settle in our living environment and on our clothing,
hair, skin, etc. and affect our body and consciousness detrimentally, so therefore a good personal hygiene is also of
importance (shower or bath with pure water is preferred and
if necessary, natural non-toxic cleaning agents – a too frequent shower or bath with cleaning agents can lead to health
issues due to the washing-away of the body's natural bacteria on the skin that acts as a protection layer against harmful
contagions).
- The media we absorb and take in, e.g. television programs,
films, movies, music, news, etc. Depending on the program
and content, some contain 'toxins' or consciousness-impairing factors in subtle doses, while others have a very negative
effect, e.g. disharmonious music or programs with violence,
illogical, immoral or untruthful content. There are also good
programs and content which promote a healthy consciousness such as harmonious music, morally good content, etc.,
but unfortunately these are becoming rarer and rarer these
days (for more info, please see Contact 633).
- The things we choose to pay attention to and the thoughts
we choose to cherish. Good, healthy thoughts, activities and
hobbies, like a walk in the park or nature, meditation, studying the reality and truth, high values, ethics, etc. help to
strengthen the consciousness, whereas unhealthy thoughts
and paying attention to negative things such as violent video
games, stressful things, gambling, high-volume financial
stock market trading, irrational religious teachings, illogic,
untruth, etc. make the consciousness unhealthy and impair
it. One's own thoughts are one's own best helpers, and it can
either bring one to the highest heights or to the lowest
depths, and the human being's life is the exact product of
how he/she thinks (for more info, please see the books 'The

Psyche' and 'Might of the Thoughts' by Billy). Paying attention to things that create stress over a long period of time
also causes the consciousness to become unhealthy, whereas minimising and avoiding stress promotes a healthy consciousness.
- The environment we choose to live in. From the CreationEnergy teaching, it is known that human beings emit
'thought-energies' and fluidal-energies as a result of their
thinking or passively from their body, psyche and consciousness. These also have an effect on the fellow human beings
for the good or the bad, especially for more sensitive human
beings. Generally, human beings take in these 'thought-energies' from fellow human beings and are influenced according
to the kind of 'thought-energy', negatively or positively. In
densely populated areas such as large cities, it is often the
case that people are living under more stress due to the daily
hustle and bustle and have more anxiety, nervousness,
depression, etc. which result in an unequalisedness that
have corresponding effects on all those living nearby. Thus, it
is beneficial to find a living environment with or allow oneself
to be accompanied by human beings who are more neutralpositively equalised in their thinking and consciousness. For
some individuals, it may be beneficial to wear a pendant
made of crystal, precious stone or precious metal to protect
their psyche (feeling-centre located between the chest) from
negative external influences and strengthen their 'mental
immune system'. The psyche and consciousness work hand
in hand and if one or the other is in an unhealthy or
unequalised state, the other inevitably gets affected, and
therefore it is important to protect the psyche. For this purpose, there are certain preconditions that are necessary in
order for it to be beneficial, e.g. choosing the type of crystal
or precious stone according to one's birth data, the 'cleansing' of the crystal or precious stone before wearing it (using
various possible methods, e.g. in flowing water, etc.) and
also a general equalisedness of one's own thinking and psyche (otherwise the crystal or precious stone will store and
amplify the unequalised mental fluidal-energies which can
cause more harm). For more information regarding the use of
crystals, precious stones and precious metals according to
one's birth data, please see the book 'Diversikum' by Guido
Moosbrugger page 336 (currently only available in German).
- The overpopulation and resulting negative factors which
impair the consciousness such as environmental pollution at
a global scale and the general weakening of the consciousness. Unfortunately there is not much that can be done
directly for this one until the majority of human beings come
to their senses and implement a world-wide birth-stop and
birth-regulation which will still take a long time.
- The fluidal-energies stored in objects. Over time, objects
store the mental fluidal-energies of the people they belong to
or are around often (especially dense objects like metal, precious stones and bones). This may not be so applicable to
everyone since it depends on how sensitive they are, but for
example, in more extreme cases, putting a large secondhand religious artefact made of metal and precious stones on
the kitchen table in one's house or receiving an organ-transplant from a serial killer may not be a good idea in the long
continues next page
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run due to the fluidal-energies stored in the objects. Over
time, the human beings living around these fluidal-energies
begin to take on these energies and act analogously. This
can also have a favourable effect depending on the type of
fluidal-energies stored in objects, e.g. a watch or jewellery
belonging to a loved one as a memento which provides comfort. The fluidal-energies can also be stored in the smallest
of objects such as dust particles which, for more sensitive
human, beings, can either bring beneficial or disadvantageous effects. (For more info, please see book 'About the
Fluidal-Energy, respectively, Fluidal-Powers and Other
Things' by Billy)
These are just some of the factors that can be taken into
account for the maintenance of a healthy consciousness,
and naturally, there are many more that can be listed. As
everyone is unique and have different life circumstances,
some individuals may find certain factors to be more applicable than the others. Since our world at the current time is
generally more or less overwhelmed with the negative such
as hatred, aggressiveness, confusion, exploitation, greed,
crime, murder, wars, destruction, irrationality, etc., the
human beings generally seek more of the positive in order to
find an equalisedness. However, as we live in a universe
based on the principle of oppositeness for the purpose of
striving and evolution, the human being actually needs both
the negative and positive factors as well as both internal and
external influences for learning in order to evolve. Therefore,
with the listing of these factors, it would not mean that one
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would need to overly protect themselves from the negative,
e.g. from all sources of negative influences, all media, etc.
Because a too one-sided diet such as vegetarianism or an
excessively pampered life-style, etc. would in turn weaken
the consciousness in that it will become unequalised and no
longer able to cope with the outside environment and lack all
resistance powers. Without the necessary external influences, the consciousness would become stunted in its
growth, and without the recognition of the negative factors in
life, there would be no contrast and the human being would
not see the fullness of life. For example, in the case of
untruths, a study of religions and recognising them for what
they really are – without succumbing to them – can even be
beneficial to the consciousness evolution in that the associated dangers can be recognised, and which also allows one
to appreciate what the truth really is. Through inference and
logic, the negative side of life can also be studied and
learned without it becoming acute and causing irreversible
harm (a simple analogy, e.g. putting a twig into the fire to
learn that it is hot). Therefore, an equalisedness between the
negative and positive that does not tend towards a negative
or positive extreme would need to be found on an individual
basis in order to promote a healthy consciousness. By knowing the factors which can have a negative or positive effect
on the body, psyche and consciousness, it becomes possible to consciously maintain a healthy consciousness, which
enables one to become more peaceful, harmonious, joyful,
free, more capable of grasping facts and truths and making
individual choices and thus evolve to the highest potential.

FLCA YOUTUBE CHANNEL: LATEST VIDEO “THE SEVEN MAIN STORAGE BANKS”

The link for the latest FLCA YouTube presentation: The Seven Main Storage Banks:
https://youtu.be/v7exm7sllpU I
Salome,
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